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Proceedings (optional)

1. Group composition

• JRC, DG AGRI H3, ECA, BE-WA, BE-FL, EE, LV, TR, 

BG, SI, CZ, RO, UK-WA, PT, LT, MT, IT, DE

2. Method: 

• structured discussion, with introductory 

presentations

3. Challenges

• Regulation on “at disposal of”

4. Breaks/Problems

• Different situation in MS (data availability, farming 

practice, additional land availability)

• Cadastre only registering ownership

5. Critical success factor

• GSAA, pre-check, ability to check utilisation
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Using the cadaster information.

issues

1.Doesn’t always fit the ground truth (shifts, update 

is poor, areas not matching)

2. ‘Ownership’ is not really relevant for Direct 

Payments, ‘right of use’ is.

3.The spatial representation could be used 

improperly

4.The cadastral authority have different scope 

(taxation), so data may not fit for LPIS purpose
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Using the cadaster information. 

suggestions/proposals

1.Cadastre can be used to solve specific doubtful 

cases, but not for systematic cross checks

2.Cadastre is still a good additional layer aimed to 

navigation and orientation

3.Inform farmers that, when visible, the cadastral 

layer shall not be used for claims

4.A Beneficiary/Land link can be optionally 

established

5.Establishing a regular data exchange and feedback 

between PA and Cadastre
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Guidance from the Commission. 

issues

1.Not clear definition of “at the disposal of”

2.Different approaches from EU legal stakeholders

3.National legislations have differences
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Guidance from the Commission. 

suggestions/proposals

1.Need of some more guidance or principles, but no 

need for an additional comprehensive document!!!

2.Examples of field cases
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Validation and management of “at the disposal 

of”?

issues

1.Some MS do not have a specific register to cross-

validate

2.If misused, can create a wrong digital 

representation of the agricultural land

3.There can be simplified management where proof 

required only when needed

4.Fear of a new set of information to be managed, 

additional burden (update and business processes)

5.Data protection
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Validation and management of “at the disposal 

of”

suggestions/proposals

1.Should be optional for MS

2.Can be a valid pre-condition towards the claimless 

system

3.Can bring some benefits in other areas

4.Need to define a targeted risk analysis for this 

purpose

5.Simplified processes were presented as applied in 

some MS
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“At disposal of” in the context of the 

monitoring approach.

issues

1.Not clear what objects shall be monitored

2.Not clear if relevant for monitoring
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“At disposal of” in the context of the 

monitoring approach.

suggestions/proposals

1.Can be used to monitor holding performances on 

multi-annual performances

2.Requires more analysis
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THANK YOU

…your land tenure team 


